
MODEL BA12 T Barrier Arm Operator

The Apollo BA12 T Barrier Arm Operator is designed to

handle a barrier arm up to 16 feet in total length. 

The Tower will allow for conduit and wiring to be easily

hidden.  Apollo Operators are available only through 

qualified dealers with an outstanding reputation in the

fence and gate industry. These dealers will be able to 

recommend the proper equipment for particular applications.

Apollo Operators are 12 Volt DC (Direct Current) powered.

A 12 Volt sealed battery (with a 33 ampere hour minimum) is

recommended.

GATE OPERATORS

TMAPOLLO BA12 T



MODEL BA12 T

Wireless (Solar Rechargeable Battery)
Runs on 12 volts DC
Adapts to wood, aluminum, or PVC arms
Operates PVC Arms up to 10 feet
Handles wood arms up to 16 feet (with counterweight)
Replacement arms are low cost and easy to change
Continuous operation
Battery (not included) rechargeable with solar or electrical battery chargers
Cover is key lock secured
All internal steel parts are zinced
Cover and pedestal are powder coated
Smooth mechanical soft start and stop operation
Uses the Apollo 800 series circuit board
No limit adjustments necessary
Two-year warranty

Supply Voltage
12 VDC
Recommended Battery
33aH Sealed Lead Acid
Battery Charger
1.5 amp - up to 80 cycles/day
10 amp - continuous duty (or over 80 cycles/day)
Recommended Solar Panel
Refer to Chart
Duty Cycle
Continuous 
Operating Temperature
–40°F - +150°F
Current Draw Standby
10mA
Current Draw Operating
2A
Arm Capacity without counter weight
10 ft., 8 lbs. max
Arm Capacity with counter weight
16 ft., 12 lbs. max
Recommended Arm Material (not supplied)
1”x4” light wood (16 ft. max)
PVC (10 ft. max)
Aluminum (.050 wall thickness) 16 ft. max
Counter Weight (optional)
20 lbs. Steel

Specifications

There are several advantages with 12 Volt DC systems:

• Low voltage virtually eliminates risk of electrical shock.
• Battery powered operators can provide up to 500 operations in the event of power outages.
• The battery may be recharged with a trickle charger or by solar  energy  (eliminating the need for costly trenching to 

remote  entrances). 

If a trickle charger is used and a standard electrical outlet is not readily available, then the following table should be used as a guide for
capacity of operation of operators only, additional options may reduce the the daily usage. Please note that the charge capability of solar
panels will vary with different geographical locations. All solar panels and battery chargers are designed for use with a 12 volt battery.

AVAILABLE FROM:

Daily Cycles 1-10 1-20 1-40 1-60 1-80 80+

5 watt solar panel *

10 watt solar panel *

20 watt solar panel *

30 watt solar panel *

40 watt solar panel *

1.5 amp battery charger *

10 amp battery charger *

Charging Methods for Average Daily Usage 
(can vary with geographical locations)

optional access control devices will require 
higher charge capacity

(20, 30, 40 watt solar panels require SG-4 regulator)

Note: Double the amount of solar panels for Dual Operators.


